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Abstract
In this paper we classify the inverse limit spaces of tent maps with a strictly preperiodic critical point by using the symbolic
dynamics approach. More precisely, we prove that for s, t ∈ (√2,2], s = t , if Ts and Tt are tent maps with strictly preperiodic
critical points, then the corresponding inverse limit spaces Ks and Kt are not homeomorphic.
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1. Introduction
The inverse limit spaces of one-dimensional maps appear as attractors of dynamical systems. This fact has gener-
ated a significant research of such spaces. Many dynamical phenomena of general families of one-dimensional maps
are already exemplified in the one-parameter family of tent maps on the unit interval. The inverse limit spaces, formed
by using a single tent map for all the bonding maps, provide a one-parameter family of models for Hénon and other
generalized horseshoe attractors. The desire to better understand these attractors, has lead various authors to study the
topology and structure of such inverse limit spaces (for instance, C. Bandt in [1], M. Barge et al. in [2], M. Barge and
W.T. Ingram in [4], H. Bruin in [8] and [10], W.T. Ingram in [12], L. Kailhofer in [13], and S. Štimac in [18]).
The basic problem related to inverse limit spaces is to determine whether or not two inverse limit spaces are
homeomorphic. W.T. Ingram conjectured in 1992 that the inverse limit spaces based on two tent maps with different
slopes are not homeomorphic. The recent years have witnessed significant attention to this conjecture, in particular, to
the simplest case when the tent maps have finite critical orbits. Several authors have addressed the difficult question
of determining when such inverse limit spaces are homeomorphic (for example, M. Barge and B. Diamond in [3],
L. Block et al. in [6], H. Bruin in [9], L. Kailhofer in [14], and S. Štimac in [17]).
The goal of this paper is the topological classification of inverse limit spaces of tent maps with finite critical orbit.
To be more precise, let S ⊂ (√2,2] be the set of all parameters s such that the critical point of the tent map Ts with
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2266 S. Štimac / Topology and its Applications 154 (2007) 2265–2281the slope s is preperiodic (i.e., either periodic or strictly preperiodic). Let I = [0,1], let fs : I → I be the rescaled
core of Ts , and let Cs = lim←−{I, fs}. The main result of the paper is the following theorem:
Theorem 1.1. Let s, t ∈ (√2,2] be such that fs and ft have preperiodic critical points. If s = t then the continua Cs
and Ct are not homeomorphic.
This theorem generalizes the following two results:
(i) If fs and ft have periodic critical points, then s = t implies that Cs and Ct are not homeomorphic.
(ii) If fs and ft have preperiodic critical points, then log slog t /∈ Q implies that Cs and Ct are not homeomorphic.
The first result was proved in [14] (Theorem 63) by use of topological methods, and in [17] by using the methods
of this paper. The second result was proved in [9] (Theorem 3).
The periodic case of the theorem being known, we will in this paper give a proof for the new part of the result—
the strictly preperiodic case. Let us point out that the same approach, with some changes indicated later, yields the
proof for the periodic case (see [17]). The method used in proving Theorem 1.1 is based on the symbolic dynamics
approach to continua Cs = lim←−{I, fs}. We identify these spaces with certain shift spaces (Xs/≈, σ˜ ). More precisely, Xs
is a subshift of the full 2-shift {0,1}Z generated in a natural way by the kneading sequence c 1 = c 1(s) of the function
fs : A two-sided sequence x¯ = (xi)i∈Z ∈ {0,1}Z belongs to Xs if and only if, for every sequence xj = (xi)∞i=j , j ∈ Z,
one has σc 1 ≺ xj and σkxj ≺ c 1, for every k ∈ Z+. The equivalence relation ≈ is also generated by the kneading
sequence c 1. We say that x¯ = (xi)i∈Z and y¯ = (yi)i∈Z are equivalent, x¯ ≈ y¯, if either x¯ = y¯, or if there exists j ∈ Z
with the following three properties: (xi)j−1i=−∞ = xj−1 = yj−1 = (yi)j−1i=−∞, xj = yj and xj+1 = yj+1 = c 1. One can
also, in a natural way, define the map σ˜ on the quotient space Xs/≈ by the formula σ˜ [x¯] = [σ x¯], [x¯] ∈ Xs/≈. This
point of view makes it possible to consider the family of spaces (Xs/≈, σ˜ ), s ∈ S , as a family of quasi-nested spaces.
Note that the spaces Xs are nested, since s  t implies that Xs ⊆ Xt . On the other hand, the quotient spaces are not
in that relationship, because for [x¯] ∈ Xs/≈ such that there exists y¯ = x¯, y¯ ∈ [x¯], one has [x¯] /∈ Xt/≈. Namely, the
equivalence relations are induced by different kneading sequences c 1(s) and c 1(t). And yet, in a certain sense, to be
made precise in this work, the structure of the space Xt/≈ is richer than the structure of the space Xs/≈. This fact will
be the key in proving that these two spaces are not homeomorphic.
The described coding of spaces Cs , s ∈ S , as well as the detailed study of properties and the structure of these
spaces, was given in [17] and [18]. For completeness, we introduce in the next two sections all the necessary notions
and give, without proofs, all the relevant results.
Although the periodic and the strictly preperiodic case exhibit many similar features, they also have significant
differences. One of the key differences is the following: If [x¯] ∈ Xs/≈ is an i-point with level L[x¯] = n + k (see
Definition 3.1), and if [y¯] ∈ Xs/≈ is such that y−n = x−n, y−n+1 = x−n+1, y−n+2 = x−n+2 = σk+1c 1, then in the
periodic case, [y¯] is an i-point and L[y¯]< n− 1, but in the strictly preperiodic case, if [y¯] is an i-point then L[y¯]> n
(Lemma 3.3). Precisely because of this fact the proofs of some theorems (e.g., Proposition 4.14, Theorem 4.16), used
in the proof of the main theorem, are different for the periodic and the strictly preperiodic case. The proof of the main
result is very similar for both cases.
The content of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we introduce notation and recall concepts relevant to
the spaces studied. In Section 3, relying on the results of [18], we describe features of the structure of the continuum
Cs needed in the proof of the main result. In Section 4 we study properties of continua Cs and Ct , which have to
be preserved if there is a homeomorphism between them. At the end of this section we give the proof of the main
theorem.
2. Preliminaries
Let us denote by N the set of natural numbers {1,2,3, . . .} and by Z+ the set of nonnegative integers {0,1,2, . . .}.
For s ∈ (1,2], let Ts : [0,1] → [0,1] be the tent map with slope s, i.e.,
Ts(ξ)=
{
sξ, if 0 ξ  12 ,
s(1 − ξ), if 1  ξ  1.2
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Ks = lim←−
{[0,1], Ts}= {(. . . , ξ−3, ξ−2, ξ−1) ∈ [0,1]N: ξ−i = Ts(ξ−i−1), i ∈ N}.
Ks is a continuum (compact connected metric space) which contains an indecomposable continuum [12]. Since K2 is
known by the name of the Knaster continuum (or bucket handle continuum, or horseshoe), we will call continua Ks
the generalized Knaster continua (or the generalized horseshoes).
It is well known that for classification of continua Ks , s ∈ (1,2], it is sufficient to classify continua Cs =
lim←−{[0,1], fs}, s ∈ (
√
2,2], where fs : [0,1] → [0,1] are the rescaled cores of the tent maps Ts ,
fs(ξ)=
{
sξ + 2 − s, if 0 ξ  cs,
s(1 − ξ), if cs  ξ  1,
and cs = (s − 1)/s [4]. Note that the map fs is locally eventually onto (l.e.o.), i.e., for every interval J ⊂ [0,1] there
exists n ∈ N with f ns (J ) = [0,1] [16, p. 40].
It is also well known that continua Cs are chainable. A chain is a finite open cover C = {Li}ni=1 of Cs whose links
Li and Lj intersect if and only if |i − j | 1. A space is said to be chainable if for every ε > 0 there is a chain whose
links have diameter less than ε. If C and C′ are chains, C is called finer than C′ if for every link L ∈ C there is a link
L′ ∈ C′ containing L. A link L ∈ C is a turnlink if there exist an adjacent link M ∈ C, a chain C′ = {L′i}n
′
i=1 and integers
a, b, 1 a < b  n′, such that
⋃b
i=a L′i ⊂ L ∪ M , (
⋃b
i=a L′i ) ∩ L = ∅ and L′a,L′b ⊂ M \ L. In this case we say that
C′ turns in L. The link L is an essential turnlink if every sufficiently fine chain C′ has a turnlink in L. A point x ∈ Cs
is a folding point if for every neighborhood U of x, every sufficiently fine chain has a turnlink (and therefore, has an
essential turnlink) in U . A folding point x can be either one-sided or two-sided. Assume that C is a chain and that a
link L containing x is neither the first nor the last link. Then x is one-sided if there is a single link M , adjacent to L,
such that every sufficiently fine chain turns in L ∪ M . If M ′ is the other adjacent link and if sufficiently fine chains
turn in both L ∪ M and L ∪ M ′, then x is a two-sided folding point [9]. An example of a one-sided folding point is
the endpoint of the bucket handle C2 (a point x ∈ Cs is called an endpoint of Cs , if for every pair of subcontinua A,B
of Cs with x ∈ A∩B , either A ⊆ B or B ⊆ A). A nice illustration of a two-sided folding point appears in the inverse
limit space C√2 of the tent map with slope
√
2. In this case f√2(0) is the fixed point and C√2 consists of two bucket
handles glued together at their endpoints. The glue point is the unique two-sided folding point [4].
The critical point cs is preperiodic under fs with preperiod M , M ∈ Z+, and period N , N ∈ N, if there is ξ ∈ [0,1]
with fMs (cs)= ξ , f Ns (ξ)= ξ , f is (cs) = ξ , for 0 < i <M and f is (ξ) = ξ , for 0 < i <N . If M = 0, cs is periodic under
fs , and if M = 0, cs is strictly preperiodic under fs . If cs is a periodic point of fs with period N , the continuum Cs
has N endpoints [5], and these points are the only folding points of Cs . Every endpoint is a one-sided folding point. If
cs is a strictly preperiodic point of fs , then the continuum Cs has N folding points which are not endpoints, with the
exception of the bucket handle C2 whose only folding point is an endpoint [9]. If ξ is orientation preserving, then the
corresponding folding point is one-sided. If ξ is orientation reversing, the corresponding folding point is two-sided.
Here a periodic point ξ is called orientation preserving (respectively, orientation reversing) if for every small interval
U = (ξ, ξ + ε) such that f Ns |U is monotone, one has U ⊂ f Ns (U) (respectively, U ∩ f Ns (U)= ∅). With the exception
of the folding points, the inverse limit space of a tent map with periodic or strictly preperiodic critical point is locally
homeomorphic to a Cantor set of arcs.
From now on, we will consider continua Cs , s ∈ (
√
2,2], such that the corresponding bonding maps fs have finite
critical orbits. Therefore, let us fix M ∈ Z+, N ∈ N and s ∈ (
√
2,2] such that cs is preperiodic under fs with preperiod
M and period N . Since we will work with several types of sequences, to avoid confusion, we denote:
the left-infinite sequences by x = (x−i )i∈N = . . . x−3x−2x−1,
the right-infinite sequences by x = (xi)i∈Z+ = x0x1x2 . . . ,
the two-sided infinite sequences by x¯ = (xi)i∈Z = . . . x−2x−1x0x1x2 . . ..
Let x0 . . . xk be a finite sequence and let y = (yi)i∈Z+ and z = (z−i )i∈N. We denote: x0 . . . xky = x0 . . . xky0y1 . . . and

z

y = . . . z−2z−1y0y1 . . ..
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of x¯, by xj = xjxj+1xj+2 . . .. Let us denote by c 1 = c 1(s)= (ci)i∈N ∈ {0,1}N the kneading sequence of fs . Thus
ci =
{
0, f is (cs) cs,
1, f is (cs) cs.
Additionally, in the periodic case, for every i ∈ N, ciN = 0, if in the finite sequence c1 . . . cN−1 there is an even number
of ones, and ciN = 1, if in the finite sequence c1 . . . cN−1 there is an odd number of ones [18]. Therefore, the kneading
sequence of fs is unique. A two-sided sequence x¯ ∈ {0,1}Z is called allowed (with respect to fs ), if all of its right tails

xj are itineraries (with respect to fs ), i.e., if for every right tail xj , j ∈ Z, one has xj ∈ X+s = {x ∈ {0,1}Z+ : σc 1 

xandσ ix  c 1,∀i ∈ Z+} [11, p. 89]. So, we denote by X+s the set of all itineraries of fs and  denotes the parity-
lexicographical ordering on itineraries: For two sequences x,y ∈X+s , one has x ≺ y if either x0 < y0, or there exists
l ∈ N, such that xi = yi , for 0 i < l, and εxl < εyl , where ε =∏l−1i=0(−1)xi =∏l−1i=0(−1)yi ∈ {−1,1}. Also x  y if
either x ≺ y or x = y.
Let us define an equivalence relation ∼ on X+s as follows: x ∼ y if either x = y , or there exists m ∈ Z+, such
that x0x1 . . . xm−1 = y0y1 . . . ym−1, xm = ym and xm+1 = ym+1 = c 1. If [x ] ∈ X+s /∼ and there exists y ∈ [x ] with

y = x , it is unique, and we will write, for simplicity, [x ] = x0x1 . . . xm−1 01c 1. The quotient map π˜ :X+s /∼ → [0,1],
defined by π˜([x ])= π(x) is a homeomorphism. Here π(x) corresponds to the only point ξ ∈ [0,1] such that x is an
itinerary of ξ (note that x and y are equivalent if and only if π(x) = π(y), [16], pp. 41–43). We will often identify
X+s /∼ and [0,1].
Let Xs = {x¯ ∈ {0,1}Z: x¯ is allowed with respect to fs} denote the space of all two-sided allowed sequences with
respect to fs . The metric d on the space Xs is given as follows: For two sequences x¯, y¯ ∈Xs , x¯ = (xi)i∈Z, y¯ = (yi)i∈Z,
if x¯ = y¯, let k = min{|j |: j ∈ Z, xj = yj }. Then d(x¯, y¯)= 2−k if x¯ = y¯, and d(x¯, y¯)= 0 if x¯ = y¯.
The shift map σ :Xs →Xs given by (σ x¯)i = xi+1, for every i ∈ Z, is a homeomorphism [16, p. 2]. Let us define an
equivalence relation ≈ on the space Xs as follows: Two sequences x¯, y¯ ∈Xs , x¯ = (xi)i∈Z, y¯ = (yi)i∈Z, are equivalent,
x¯ ≈ y¯, if either x¯ = y¯, or if there is k ∈ Z with xi = yi , for i < k, xk = yk and xk+1 = yk+1 = c 1. This enables us to
obtain (similar to the proof of Proposition 2 in [1]) the following assertion (similar to Theorem 2.5 in [7]): There is a
homeomorphism h :Xs/≈ → Cs such that h(σ˜ ([x¯]))= fˆs(h([x¯])), for every [x¯] ∈Xs/≈, where σ˜ :Xs/≈ → Xs/≈ is
given by σ˜ ([x¯]) = [σ x¯], and fˆs :Cs → Cs is given by fˆs(. . . , ξ−3, ξ−2, ξ−1) = (. . . , ξ−2, ξ−1, fs(ξ−1)), i.e., the maps
σ˜ and fˆs are conjugate. Note that the maps σ˜ and fˆs are homeomorphisms. We will often identify Cs and Xs/≈. If
there is a sequence y¯ ∈ [x¯] with y¯ = x¯, it is unique, and we denote it by x¯∗ = (x∗i )i∈Z. If there is no such y¯ ∈ [x¯] with
y¯ = x¯, we put x¯∗ = x¯. Let πj :Xs/≈ → [0,1], j ∈ Z+, be the projection on the j th coordinate, i.e., πj [x¯] = π(x−j ),
where π(x−j )= ξ if x−j is an itinerary of the point ξ .
For a two-sided sequence x¯ = (xi)i∈Z, we denote the left-infinite sequence . . . xj−2xj−1xj , also called left tail of x¯,
by xj = . . . xj−2xj−1xj . A left-infinite sequence x = (x−i )i∈N is allowed if for every k ∈ N, there exists an itinerary,
such that its initial part of length k is the finite sequence x−k . . . x−1. Note that if x¯ is allowed, then all of its left tails

xj are allowed.
Similar to Proposition 3 in [1] and Corollary 2.10 in [7], the following assertion is obtained: Each left-infinite
sequence x = . . . x−3x−2x−1 describes one composant in Cs which is the set of two-sided sequences having a left tail
common to x . Two sequences x and y describe the same composant if and only if they have a common left tail.
In order to distinguish composants of the continuum Cs with folding points from those without folding points, let
us first determine the folding points of Cs .
The ω-limit set of ξ ∈ [0,1] is the set of accumulation points of the orbit of ξ , i.e., ω(ξ)= {ζ ∈ [0,1]: ∃ a sequence
ni → ∞ with f nis (ξ) = ζ } [15, p. 555]. Note that, since the orbit of cs is finite, ω(cs) is the periodic orbit to which
cs belongs or it is the periodic part of the orbit of cs . Then a point of Cs is a folding point of Cs if and only if all
of its projections are points from ω(cs) [9]. Therefore, the folding points of Cs are c¯j = [c¯j ], j ∈ N, j M , where
c¯j = (ci)i∈Z is such that ckN . . . ckN+N−1 = cj . . . cj+N−1, for every k ∈ Z. Note that c¯j+iN = c¯j , for every i ∈ Z+.
Thus, Cs has N folding points and N different composants, each of which contains one folding point. If cs is periodic,
these points are actually the endpoints of Cs .
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In this section we introduce, for completeness, notions and results which have been proved in [17] and [18] and
which are needed in the proof of the main result.
Every composant of Cs is arcwise connected. Let a = . . . a−3a−2a−1 and let n ∈ Z+. The set Ana = {[x¯] ∈ Cs : ∃x¯ ∈
[x¯],x−n = a} is an arc and we call it a basic arc. For a fixed left-infinite sequence y = . . . y−3y−2y−1, let C be the
corresponding composant of Cs . If Anv is a basic arc contained in the composant C, then either

v−1 = y−n, or there is
k ∈ N with v−k = y−n−k+1 and v−k−1 = y−n−k . In the first case we put k = 0. When k = 0, and whenever it is clear
which sequence y represents the composant containing the basic arc An

v
, we write only An instead of An

y −n
. When
k > 0, we write only Anv instead of Anv , where v = v−k . . . v−1, and we understand that v−k−1 = y−n−k .
For n ∈ N, let P(n) = card{i: y−i = 1,1 i  n}. If n = 0, let P(0) = 0. An arc An is called even (respectively,
odd), if P(n) is even (respectively, odd). An arc Anv , v = v−k . . . v−1, v−k = y−n−k , is called even (respectively, odd)
if (−1)P (n+k) =∏ki=1(−1)v−i (respectively, (−1)P (n+k) =∏ki=1(−1)v−i ).
In Definition 2.8 in [18], we introduced an ordering on the composant C denoted by  and called generalized
parity-lexicographical ordering, as follows: For [x¯], [z¯] ∈ C, let k = k([x¯], [z¯]) = max{i ∈ N: x−i = y−i or z−i =
y−i , x¯ = (xi)i∈Z ∈ [x¯], z¯ = (zi)i∈Z ∈ [z¯]}. If x−i = y−i and z−i = y−i , for all i ∈ N, x¯ ∈ [x¯], z¯ ∈ [z¯], let k = 0. We
say that x¯ ≺ z¯ if either (−1)P (k)x−k < (−1)P (k)z−k , or there exists l ∈ Z, l > −k, such that xi = zi , for −k  i < l,
and (−1)P (k)εxl < (−1)P (k)εzl , where ε =∏l−1i=−k(−1)xi =∏l−1i=−k(−1)zi ∈ {−1,1}. We say that [x¯]  [z¯] if x¯ ≺ z¯
or x¯ = z¯.
Note that the ordering depends on the chosen left-infinite sequence y . The choice of another representative of
this particular composant would lead either to the same, or to the opposite ordering. If C is a composant without
endpoints, then there exists an order-preserving bijection φ between the real line, endowed with its natural order, and
C, endowed with the ordering . If C is a composant with one endpoint, there exists an order-preserving bijection ψ
between the half-line, endowed with its natural order, and C endowed with the ordering . Therefore, the ordering 
on the composant C is natural. Note that φ and ψ are continuous, but their inverses are not.
In Definition 2.9 in [18], we defined some special points as follows:
Definition 3.1. A point [x¯] ∈ Cs is called an identification point or shorter an i-point if there is m ∈ Z+ with x−m+1 =

c 1.
Let [x¯] ∈ Cs be an i-point with x¯ = x¯∗. A level of [x¯] is defined by L[x¯] = m if |x−m − x∗−m| = 1. If x¯ = x¯∗, let
L[x¯] = ∞.
The meaning of the i-points and their levels is visible from the following: Let a = (a−i )i∈N and b = (b−i )i∈N,

a = b , be allowed sequences. For n ∈ N, let An

a
and An

b
be the basic arcs. If there is [x¯] ∈ An

a
∩An

b
, then x−n = a
and x ∗−n =

b . Hence, [x¯] is an i-point, and there is m n with x−i = x∗−i = an−i−1, for i > m, |x−m − x∗−m| = 1 and

x−m+1 = x∗−m+1 = c 1, implying that L[x¯] =m. Also, if [y¯] ∈Ana is an i-point with L[y¯] n, then [y¯] ∈ ∂Ana .
Note that if An

a
has boundary points [x¯] and [y¯] with L[x¯] = l and L[y¯] = k, then πn−1|An
a
is an injection and
πn−1(Ana ) = {πn−1[x¯]: [x¯] ∈ Ana } is a closed interval with boundary points f l−n+1s (cs) and f k−n+1s (cs). Let Anb
be another basic arc. Let {[x¯0] ≺ · · · ≺ [x¯i]} be the ordered set of all i-points of An

a
, and {[u¯0] ≺ · · · ≺ [u¯j ]} be
the ordered set of all i-points of An

b
. If πn−1(∂Ana ) = πn−1(∂Anb ), then i = j and either L[x¯
m] = L[u¯m], for every
m ∈ {1, . . . , j −1}, if An

a
and An

b
have the same parity, or L[x¯m] = L[u¯j−m], for every m ∈ {1, . . . , j −1}, if they have
different parity. For every k ∈ {0, . . . , n− 1}, the arc An

a
is a union of arcs Akw , i.e., Ana =
⋃
w A
k
w , where the union is
computed over all finite sequences w of length n− k such that aw is allowed. Since fs is l.e.o. and π ◦ σ = fs ◦ π ,
for every arc A, there is m ∈ Z+ such that σ˜ m(A)= {σ˜ m[x¯]: [x¯] ∈A} contains at least one i-point.
In Proposition 2.10 in [18] we proved the following properties of the basic arcs:
Proposition 3.2. Let a = (a−i )i∈N be an allowed sequence, let n ∈ N, and let Ana be the associated basic arc. Then,for every i-point [y¯] ∈ intAn

a
, there are points [x¯], [z¯] ∈ An

a
, [x¯] ≺ [y¯] ≺ [z¯], such that, for every point [u¯] ∈ An

a
,
[x¯]  [u¯] ≺ [y¯], there is a point [v¯] ∈An

, [y¯] ≺ [v¯]  [z¯], such that [u−l+1] = [v−l+1], where l = L[y¯].a
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
a
is [y¯]-symmetric between [x¯] and [z¯].
Lemma 3.3. Let a = (a−i )i∈N be an allowed sequence, let n ∈ N, and let Ana be the associated basic arc. Let[y¯] ∈ intAn

a
be the i-point with the following property:
L[y¯] = max{L[u¯]: [u¯] is an i-point contained in intAn
a
}
. (1)
Then there exists a point [x¯] ∈ ∂An

a
and a point [z¯] ∈An

a
such that the arc An

a
is [y¯]-symmetric between [x¯] and [z¯].
Moreover, in the periodic case [z¯] is an i-point and [z¯] ∈ intAn

a
. In the strictly preperiodic case, if [z¯] is an i-point,
then [z¯] ∈ ∂An

a
.
At first glance this difference may seem minor, but, as we have already mentioned in the introduction, it causes
differences in the proofs of some results used in the proof of the main theorem.
Proof. Let L[y¯] = l. Since An

a
is a basic arc, it follows by (1) that πl |An
a
is a homeomorphism and πl[y¯] = cs . Let us
denote by [x¯] a point in ∂An

a
with the following property: d(πl[x¯], cs) d(πl[v¯], cs) for [v¯] ∈ ∂Ana , [v¯] = [x¯]. Since
fs is symmetric between ξ1 = πl[x¯] and ξ2 = ξ1 with d(ξ1, cs) = d(ξ2, cs), then there is the point [z¯] ∈ Ana such that
πl[z¯] = ξ2. Then [x−l+1] = [z−l+1] and Ana is [y¯]-symmetric between [x¯] and [z¯]. Let L[x¯] = m. Since [x¯] ∈ ∂Ana
and [y¯] ∈ intAn

a
, then m> l.
Let c 1 be periodic. Since x−m+1 = c 1 and z−l+1 = x−l+1, then z−m+1+jN = x−m+1+jN = c 1, for every j ∈ N
with jN > m − l. Thus [z¯] is an i-point. In addition, z−l = x−l implies z−m+1+jN = c 1, for any j ∈ Z with jN <
m− l. Therefore [z¯] ∈ intAn

a
.
Let c 1 be strictly preperiodic. Let us suppose that [z¯] is an i-point and that L[z¯] = k. It follows by (1) that intAna
does not contain any i-point [u¯] = [y¯] such that L[u¯]  l. Since x−m+1 = c 1, it does not exist any j ∈ N such that

x−m+1+j = c 1. Since z−l+1+j = x−l+1+j = c 1 for every j ∈ N, then k  n and [z¯] ∈ ∂Ana . 
If [y¯] ∈ intAn

a
is such that (1) holds, and hence [x¯] ∈ ∂An

a
or [z¯] ∈ ∂An

a
, then we say that the arc An

a
is [y¯]-
symmetric.
The following example shows that there exists a strictly preperiodic kneading sequence c 1 such that the corre-
sponding continuum contains an arc which is [y¯]-symmetric between its boundary points.
Example 3.4. Let c 1 = 10−−−−−→(0011)∞. Let a = ←−1 ∞000, let n= 3, and let A3a be the associated basic arc. Then ∂A3a =
{[x¯], [z¯]} where [x¯] = ←−1 ∞ 01 100011.
−−−−−→
(0011)∞ and [z¯] = ←−1 ∞1100 01 10.
−−−−−→
(0011)∞. Note that L[x¯] = 7 and L[z¯] = 3. If
[y¯] = ←−1 ∞0001 01 .10
−−−−−→
(0011)∞ then L[y¯] = 1, [y¯] ∈ intA3

a
and [x 0] = [z 0] = −−−−−→(0011)∞. Since the word 0000 is not
allowed, A3

a
does not contain any i-point of level 2. Therefore, [y¯] satisfies (1), A3

a
is [y¯]-symmetric between [x¯]
and [z¯], and [x¯], [z¯] ∈ ∂A3

a
.
The following simple observations can help in constructing such examples.
Remark 3.5. Let c 1 be strictly preperiodic, and let L[x¯] = m and L[z¯] = k as in the proof of Lemma 3.3. Without
loss of generality, we can assume that m> k and that cm−k = 0. Then

z−m+1 = x−m+1 . . . x−k−1x−kx−k+1 . . . x−l−1(1 − x−l )x−l+1
= c1 . . . cm−k−1cm−kcm−k+1 . . . cm−l−1(1 − cm−l)cm−l+1
= c1 . . . cm−k−10c1 . . . ck−l−1ck−lc k−l+1.
Thus cm−k+1 . . . cm−l−1 = c1 . . . ck−l−1, cm−l = ck−l and cm−l+1 = c k−l+1. Since c 1 = c1 . . . cM−1(cM . . .
cM+N−1)∞ and cM−1 = cM+N−1 (otherwise the preperiod would be less than M), then cm−l+1 = c k−l+1 im-
plies k − l + 1  M and m − k = iN , for some i ∈ N. In addition, cm−l = ck−l implies k − l + 1 = M and
m − l + 1 = M + iN , for some i ∈ N. Also, one has m − k M − 1. When M − 1  N the statement is obvi-
ous. To prove the statement when M − 1 >N , let us suppose, on the contrary, that m− k <M − 1.
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
c 1 =AcaBcm−kAcM−1(Bcm−kAcM+N−1)∞,
where A = c1 . . . ck−l−1, B = ck−l+1 . . . cm−k−1 and ca = cM−1. Since c j+1 ≺ c 1, for every j ∈ N, then A is even
if and only if cM−1 = 1, which implies that AcM−1 is odd. Also AcaBcm−kA is even if and only if cM−1 = 1,
which implies that AcaBcm−kAcM−1 is odd. Therefore Bcm−k is odd. On the other hand, since z−m+1 ≺ c 1
and z ∗−m+1 ≺ c 1 (where z ∗−m+1 = c1 . . . cm−k−11c1 . . . ck−l−1ck−lc k−l+1), then AcaBcm−k is odd. Also one has
AcaBcm−kAcaBcm−kA is even if and only if cM−1 = 0, which implies that AcM−1 is even.
If k − l > m − k, the proof is analogous. Since k − l = m − k implies c 1 = A ∗ w, for some w, this case is not
possible. Therefore m− k M − 1.
Every strictly preperiodic kneading sequence which satisfies these properties will be called a quasi-periodic knead-
ing sequence. More precisely, a kneading sequence c 1 is called quasi-periodic if it is strictly preperiodic with prepe-
riod M and period N , and if there is j ∈ N such that M−1 jN <M+N −1 and cjN+1 . . . cjN+M−2 = c1 . . . cM−2.
Since every basic arc contains finitely many i-points, the following corollary (Corollary 2.12 in [18]) is a direct
consequence of the previous proposition:
Corollary 3.6. Let An

a
and An

b
be two neighboring arcs, let {[x¯0] ≺ [x¯1] ≺ · · · ≺ [x¯m]} be their i-points and let
k ∈ {1, . . . ,m − 1} be such that [x¯k] = An

a
∩ An

b
. Let j = min{k,m − k}. Then for every [u¯], [x¯k−j ]  [u¯] ≺ [x¯k],
there is [v¯], [x¯k] ≺ [v¯]  [x¯k+j ], such that [u−n+1] = [v−n+1]. In particular, L[x¯k−i] = L[x¯k+i], for every i ∈ N,
i  j − 1.
In the strictly preperiodic case, let K = kN > M , for some k ∈ N, be such that the number of ones in the finite
sequence cM . . . cK−1 is even. Let us denote the composant of the folding point c¯K by C. Let the sequence cK =
(c−i )i∈N with c−iN−N−1 . . . c−iN−1 = c−N+K−1 . . . cK−1, for every i ∈ Z+, be a representative of the composant C.
Then the ordering  on C is unique. It is easy to see that, for every j ∈ N, the mapping σ˜ jK :C → C is an order-
preserving homeomorphism. In the periodic case, let K = N . It is also easy to see that, for every j ∈ N, the mapping
σ˜ jN :C → C is an order-preserving homeomorphism.
We sort the i-points of C in the following way: For every p ∈ Z+ the i-point [x¯] ∈ C is called a p-point, if there
is an m ∈ Z+ with [x−pK−m+1] = [c 1]. A p-point [x¯] has p-level Lp[x¯] = m if |x−pK−m − x∗−pK−m| = 1. For
every p,m ∈ Z+, the set Ep,m = {[x¯] ∈ C: |x−pK−m − x∗−pK−m| = 1} is the set of all p-points of level m and the
set Ep =⋃∞m=0 Ep,m ∪ {c¯K} is the set of all p-points of the composant C. Let us define that Lp(c¯K) = ∞, for every
p ∈ Z+. Note that Ep+1 ⊂Ep and c¯K ∈Ep , for every p ∈ Z+. Since in the strictly preperiodic case, there is an order-
preserving bijection from (Z,) to (Ep,), such that 0 ∈ Z is mapped to c¯K ∈ Ep , from now on, the points of Ep
will be indexed by Z. In the periodic case there is an order-preserving bijection from (Z+,) to (Ep,). Therefore,
the points of Ep will be indexed by Z+. The sequence Lp[x¯0],Lp[x¯1],Lp[x¯2], . . . is called the folding pattern of the
composant C. Let q ∈ Z+, q > p, and Eq = {[y¯0], [y¯1], . . .}. Since σ˜ (q−p)K is an order-preserving homeomorphism
on C, it is easy to see that, for every i ∈ Z+, one has σ˜ (q−p)K([x¯i]) = [y¯i] and Lp[x¯i] = Lq [y¯i]. Therefore, the
folding pattern of the composant C does not depend on p.
An arc A of the composant C, such that ∂A ∈Ep and A∩Ep = {[y¯0], . . . , [y¯n]}, is called p-symmetric if [y 0−pK ] =
[yn−pK ] and Lp[y¯i] = Lp[y¯n−i], for every 0 < i < n. Every q-symmetric arc is also p-symmetric, for every 0 p 
q . It is easy to see that if A is a p-symmetric arc of the composant C, and A ∩ Ep = {[x¯0], . . . , [x¯n]}, then n is
even. Also, for the p-point [x¯n/2], called the center of A, and denoted by [χ¯A], one has Lp[χ¯A] = max{Lp[x¯]: [x¯] ∈
Ep ∩ intA} (Corollary 3.7 in [18]). Therefore, the centers of the p-symmetric arcs of the composant C are the “turning
points” of the composant C.
Remark 3.7. Let A be an arc of the composant C such that ∂A ∈Ep and for A∩Ep = {[y¯0], . . . , [y¯n]} one has[

y
i
−pK
]= [yn−i−pK], (2)
for every i = 0, . . . , n.
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and is not quasi-periodic. Then A is p-symmetric and Lp[y¯0] = Lp[y¯n], since Lp[y¯j ] = Lp[y¯n−j ], for some
j ∈ {0, . . . , n}, implies Lp[y¯j ] > Lp[y¯n/2] (otherwise Lp[y¯n/2−i] = Lp[y¯n/2+i] for every i = 0, . . . , n). But
then, by Lemma 3.3 and Remark 3.5, one has [y¯n−j ] /∈ Ep , which contradicts the assumption [y¯i] ∈Ep for every
i = 0, . . . , n.
II. Let us suppose that Cs is an inverse limit space of a tent map whose kneading sequence is quasi-periodic. Then
property (2) does not imply that A is p-symmetric. In this case the continuum Cs contains p-points [x¯] and
[y¯] such that [x−pK ] = [y−pK ], Lp[x¯] = Lp[y¯] and the arc between [x¯] and [y¯] is p-symmetric. Thus, if j ∈
{1, . . . , n− 1} is such that Lp[y¯j ] = Lp[y¯n−j ], then A is not p-symmetric.
If A is p-symmetric and if l = Lp[y¯0] < Lp[y¯n], then the arc D between [y¯0] and [y¯2n] is also p-symmetric
and Lp[y¯2n] = l. To prove this let us suppose, on the contrary, that D is not p-symmetric. Since l < Lp[y¯n],
there exists m> n such that Lp[y¯m] = l. Since D is not p-symmetric, then m = 2n, and there exists the smallest
k > n such that Lp[y¯k] > Lp[y¯n]. Since Lp[y¯i] < l < Lp[y¯n] for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1}, then Lp[y¯i] < l for
all i ∈ {n + 1, . . . , k − 1}. Let us denote by G the arc between [y¯0] and [y¯k] and by Gl an arc of composant
C which has the same folding pattern as the arc σ˜−l(G). Then Gl ∩ Ep = {[z¯0], [z¯1], [z¯2]} with Lp[z¯0] = 0,
Lp[z¯1] = jN M − 1, for some j ∈ N (by Remark 3.5), and Lp[z¯2] > Lp[z¯1]. But, since cM−1 = cM+N−1, it
does not exist any arc whose two consecutive p-points both have p-levels greater than or equal M − 1. Therefore,
D is p-symmetric.
In Definition 3.11 in [18], we defined some special arcs as follows: For p ∈ Z+ an arc B of the composant C is
called a p-bridge if ∂B ⊂Ep , Lp[x¯] = 0, for every [x¯] ∈ ∂B , and Lp[x¯] = 0, for every [x¯] ∈ intB∩Ep . For q  p, let
B ∩Eq = {[z¯0], . . . , [z¯m]}. We will call the finite sequence Lq [z¯0], . . . ,Lq [z¯m] the q-folding pattern of the p-bridge
B . It is easy to see that p-bridges are p-symmetric.
Lemma 3.8. For p ∈ Z+ let B be a p-bridge. Then Lp[χ¯B ] determines the q-folding pattern of B , for all q  p.
Proof. Let B ∩Ep = {[x¯0], . . . , [x¯l]}, and let Lp[χ¯B ] = n. Since Lp[χ¯B ] = max{Lp[x¯i]: i = 0 . . . l}, then πpK+n|B
is a homeomorphism and πpK+n[χ¯B ] = cs . Let A = πpK+n(B). Since the boundary points [x¯0] and [x¯l] of B are
the closest p-points to [χ¯B ] with the property that Lp[x¯0] = Lp[x¯l] = 0, then the boundary points [u] = (ui)i∈Z+
and [v ] = (vi)i∈Z+ of A have the following properties: u = x 0−pK−n = x0−pK−n . . . x0−pK−1 01c 1, v = x l−pK−n =
xl−pK−n . . . x
l
−pK−1
0
1

c 1 and between them there is no point [w] = (wi)i∈Z+ such that wn+1 = c 1. Therefore, for any
other p-bridge D such that Lp[χ¯D] = n one has πpK+n(D) = A. Also, for q  p, B ∩ Eq = {[z¯0], . . . , [z¯m]} and
D ∩Eq = {[y¯0], . . . , [y¯k]} one has m = k and Lq [y¯i] = Lq [z¯i], for every i ∈ {0, . . . , k}. 
Consequently, it is natural to ask which kind of p-bridges with respect to the p-levels of their centers exist? In
Lemma 3.12 in [18] we proved the following:
Lemma 3.9. Let p ∈ Z+ and n ∈ N. There is a p-bridge B ⊂ C such that Lp[χ¯B ] = n if and only if cs ∈ f ns ([0, cs]).
We also proved the following statement (Corollary 3.17 and Remark 3.18 in [18]):
Corollary 3.10. For p ∈ Z+, let [x¯], [y¯] ∈ Ep be such that Lp[x¯] = k and Lp[y¯] = k + 1, k ∈ Z+. Then for every
n < k, there is [z¯] ∈Ep between [x¯] and [y¯], such that Lp[z¯] = n. Furthermore, either there is a p-bridge B between
[x¯] and [y¯] such that Lp[χ¯B ] = n, or there is no p-bridge whose p-level of the center equals n.
For p ∈ Z+, let B ⊂ C be a p-bridge and B ∩ Ep = {[x¯0], . . . , [x¯n]}. Let T (B) = min{Lp[χ¯A]: A is a
p-bridge, A ∩ Ep = {[u¯0], . . . , [u¯n]}, [ui−pK ] = [x i−pK ],0  i  n}. For q ∈ Z+, let D ⊂ C be a q-bridge and
D ∩ Eq = {[y¯0], . . . , [y¯m]}. If T (B) = T (D), then there are a p-bridge B1 ⊂ C and a q-bridge D1 ⊂ C with
Lp[χ¯B1 ] = Lq [χ¯D1 ]. Hence, m = n and [x i−pK ] = [y i−qK ], for every 0  i  n. Therefore, we call the number
T (B) the type of the p-bridge B . In Lemma 3.19 in [18] we proved for a p-bridge B ⊂ C and a q-bridge D ⊂ C with
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for every 0 i  n, i = n2 . In Theorem 3.20 in [18] we also proved that there are finitely many bridge types.
4. Properties of homeomorphism
In this section we study properties of continua Cs and Ct which have to be preserved if there is a homeomorphism
between them. At the end of this section we give the proof of the main theorem.
First, we define a certain family of chains of Cs . Let V n be the set of all allowed sequences of length n ordered by
the parity-lexicographical ordering. This set is not empty and it is finite. Let kn = card(V n).
Definition 4.1. For m,n ∈ N, n >M +N , let Vm+n+1 = (vi : i = 1, . . . , km+n+1) and let Lvim,n = {[x¯] ∈ Cs : ∀u¯ ∈ [x¯],
u−m . . . un = vi}. Let us define inductively:
The first link
l1m,n =
{
conv(Lv
1
m,n ∪Lv2m,n) if σ˜ k(c¯M) /∈ Lv2m,n, k ∈ {0, . . . ,N − 1},
conv(Lv
1
m,n ∪Lv2m,n ∪Lv3m,n) if ∃k ∈ {0, . . . ,N − 1}, σ˜ k(c¯M) ∈ Lv2m,n.
Here conv(A) denotes the convex hull of A.
Let lim,n be defined. Let j ∈ N, j < km+n+1 − 1, be the largest number with Lvjm,n ⊂ lim,n. Then
li+1m,n =
{
conv(Lv
j
m,n ∪Lvj+1) if σ˜ k(c¯M) /∈ Lvj+1m,n , k ∈ {0, . . . ,N − 1},
conv(Lv
j
m,n ∪Lvj+1m,n ∪Lvj+2m,n ) if ∃k ∈ {0, . . . ,N − 1}, σ˜ k(c¯M) ∈ Lvj+1m,n .
The last link
lk(s,m,n)m,n =
⎧⎨
⎩ conv(L
vkm+n+1−1
m,n ∪Lv
km+n+1
m,n ) if σ˜ k(c¯M) /∈ Lv
km+n+1−1
m,n , k ∈ {0, . . . ,N − 1},
conv(Lv
km+n+1−2
m,n ∪Lv
km+n+1−1
m,n ∪Lv
km+n+1
m,n ) if ∃k ∈ {0, . . . ,N − 1}, σ˜ k(c¯M) ∈ Lv
km+n+1−1
m,n .
Let Cm,n = (lim,n: i = 1, . . . , k(s,m,n)).
It is easy to see that Cm,n is a chain of Cs . Note that in the strictly preperiodic case k(s,m,n) = km+n+1 − 1 −N ,
and in the periodic case k(s,m,n) = km+n+1 − 1 − (N − 2)= km+n+1 −N + 1.
Lemma 4.2. If C is an arbitrary chain of open sets of Cs , then there exist m,n ∈ N, n >M +N , such that Cm,n ≺ C.
If m i and n j , then Cm,n ≺ Ci,j .
We omit the easy proof.
Let us introduce the following notation: Pp,m = {[x¯] ∈ C: x−pK = cm}. Note that for mM , the set Pp,m is the
set of all points of the composant C which have the same projection on the pK th coordinate as the folding point c¯m.
Let Pp =⋃M+N−1m=0 Pp,m. Note that c¯K ∈ Ep ⊂ Pp , for every p ∈ Z+. Let p,n ∈ Z+, n > M + N . One can easily
prove the following relations between the set Pp and the chain CpK,n:
Lemma 4.3. If [x¯] ∈ Pp , then there exists a unique link lpK,n ∈ CpK,n which contains the point [x¯]. Therefore, for
every m ∈ {M, . . . ,M + N − 1}, there is a unique link lpK,n ∈ CpK,n which contains the folding point c¯m. Let us
denote this link by lcmpK,n. If A is an arc-component of lc
m
pK,n ∩C, then A contains precisely one point from Pp .
Lemma 4.4. There exists k ∈ N such that kN >M and the following properties hold: For every p ∈ Z+, all p-bridges
whose centers have p-level ikN , i ∈ N, have the same type, and every p-bridge which is not of this type, does not
contain any p-point of p-level kN .
Proof. In Theorem 3.20 in [18] we proved that there are finitely many bridge types by proving that there exists L ∈ N
such that, for any p ∈ Z+, for any p-bridge B , and for any p-point [x¯] ∈ B , [x¯] = [χ¯B ], one has Lp[x¯] L. Thus, if
kN > L and [x¯] ∈ Ep is such that Lp[x¯] = kN , then [x¯] can be only the center of some p-bridge B .
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periodic with period N , and cK1+j = cKi+j , for every i ∈ N and j ∈ Z+. Since there are finitely many bridge types,
there are the smallest l,m ∈ N, l < m, such that p-bridges whose centers have p-levels Kl and Km have the same type,
and such that Km −Kl > L. Let Bl be a p-bridge whose center has p-level Kl . Denote by Dm an arc of composant
C which has the same folding pattern as the arc σ˜ Km−Kl (Bl). Then Dm contains a p-bridge denoted by Bm whose
center has p-level Km. Therefore T (Bm)= T (Bl). Denote by Dn an arc of composant C which has the same folding
pattern as the arc σ˜ Km−Kl (Bm). Since cKl = cKm , the arcs Dm and Dn have the following property: For Dm ∩Ep =
{[x¯0], . . . , [x¯d ]} and Dn ∩Ep = {[y¯0], . . . , [y¯d1 ]} one has d1 = d , Lp[x¯i] = Lp[y¯i], for every i ∈ {0, . . . , d}, i = d/2,
and [xd/2−pK ] = [yd/2−pK ]. Whenever two arcs satisfy this property we will say that these arcs have the same type. Let
us denote by Bn the p-bridge whose center is the p-point [y¯d/2]. Since Lp[y¯0] = Lp[y¯d ] = Km − Kl > L, then
Bn ⊂Dn. Since Dm and Dn have the same type, then T (Bm)= T (Bn). Also, for every j ∈ Z+, arcs Dm+j ⊂ C, with
the same folding pattern as σ˜ j (Dm), and Dn+j ⊂ C, with the same folding pattern as σ˜ j (Dn), have the same type.
Let us denote by Bm+j (respectively, Bn+j ) the p-bridge whose center is the p-point [χ¯Dm+j ] (respectively, [χ¯Dn+j ]).
Since Lp[u¯] = Lp[v¯] > L for every [u¯] ∈ ∂Dm+j and every [v¯] ∈ ∂Dn+j , then Bm+j ⊂ Dm+j and Bn+j ⊂ Dn+j ,
for every j ∈ Z+. Since Dm+j and Dn+j have the same type, then T (Bm+j )= T (Bn+j ), for every j ∈ Z+.
Let J ∈ N be such that km  J (km − kl) 2km − kl . Then, for k = J (km − kl), all p-bridges whose centers have
p-levels ikN, i ∈ N, have the same type. 
From now on, let K = N in the periodic case as before. In the strictly preperiodic case, let K = kN > M be
a positive integer such that the number of ones in the finite sequence cM . . . cK−1 is even, and such that, for every
p ∈ Z+, all p-bridges whose centers have p-level iK , i ∈ N, have the same type, the type κ , and every p-bridge
which is not of type κ , does not contain any p-point of p-level K . By the previous lemma such K exists.
Let us consider relations between different bridges of the composant C. For two p-bridges B1,B2 ⊂ C, we say
that B1 ≺ B2, if for every [x¯] ∈ B1, and for every [y¯] ∈ B2, one has [x¯]  [y¯]. Let B ⊂ C be a p-bridge and let
B ∩ Ep = {[x¯0], . . . , [x¯n]}. We denote the arc between the points [x¯0] and [χ¯B ], and between the points [χ¯B ] and
[x¯n], by A2 and A1, respectively. We call the arcs A1 and A2 the p-semibridges. Note that Lp[x¯i] = Lp[x¯n−i], for
every i ∈ {0, . . . , n/2}. We define that the p-semibridges A1 and A2 have the semitype sT (A1) = sT (A2) = T (B).
Let A be an arc such that ∂A ⊂Ep and let A∩Ep = {[y¯0], . . . , [y¯m]}. If m = n/2, and if either Lp[y¯i] = Lp[x¯i], for
every i ∈ {0, . . . , n/2−1}, and [ym−pK ] = [χB−pK ], or Lp[y¯i] = Lp[x¯n/2+i], for every i ∈ {1, . . . , n/2}, and [y 0−pK ] =
[χB−pK ], then the arc A is called a p-semibridge with the semitype sT (A)= T (B).
Let D be a p-bridge and let D ∩Ep−1 = {[x¯0], . . . , [x¯n]}. Then Lp[x¯0] = 0, Lp−1[x¯0] =K , and [x¯0] is the center
of a (p−1)-bridge of type κ . Let i ∈ N be the smallest number with Lp−1[x¯i] = 0, and let j < n be the largest number
with Lp−1[x¯j ] = 0. Let A1D be the arc between the points [x¯0] and [x¯i], and let A2D be the arc between the points [x¯j ]
and [x¯n]. Then sT (A1D) = sT (A2D) = κ . We will call the arc A1D the first (p − 1)-semibridge of the p-bridge D, and
we will call the arc A2D the last (p−1)-semibridge of the p-bridge D. Between the points [x¯i] and [x¯j ] there are one or
more (p − 1)-bridges. The ordered set of the first and the last (p − 1)-semibridges and all (p − 1)-bridges contained
in the p-bridge B is called the structure of the p-bridge B , and it is denoted by S(B). Let p,q ∈ Z+. Let B be a
p-bridge of C and let D be a q-bridge of C. Let S(B) = (A1B,B0, . . . ,Bn,A2B) and S(D) = (A1D,D0, . . . ,Dm,A2D).
It is easy to see that if T (B) = T (D), then m = n and T (Bi) = T (Di), for every 0  i  n. The following lemma
shows one of the differences between the periodic and the strictly preperiodic case.
Lemma 4.5. The first (p − 1)-semibridge and the last (p − 1)-semibridge of a p-bridge B are (p − 1)-symmetric in
the periodic case, but not symmetric in the strictly preperiodic case.
Proof. Let A ⊂ B be the first or the last (p − 1)-semibridge of a p-bridge B . Then Lp−1[x¯] = K and Lp−1[y¯] = 0,
where [x¯], [y¯] ∈ ∂A, and between [x¯] and [y¯] it does not exist any (p− 1)-point whose (p− 1)-level is 0 or K . Since,
in the strictly preperiodic case, [x−(p−1)K ] = [cK ] = [c 0] = [y−(p−1)K ], then the arc A is not (p − 1)-symmetric.
Note that in the periodic case K =N and [x−(p−1)N ] = [cN ] = [c 0] = [y−(p−1)N ]. Since between [x¯] and [y¯] there
are no other (p − 1)-points whose (p − 1)-levels are 0 or N , then A is (p − 1)-symmetric. 
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
c
K . It contains the folding point c¯K , and c¯K is not a boundary point
of ApK

c
K . Since every sequence of p-points [w¯ni ] with Lp[w¯ni ] = iκ converges to the folding point c¯K , and since
p-points [w¯ni ] are centers of p-bridges of type κ , there exists a unique arc of p-semitype κ , such that one of its
boundary points is the folding point c¯K . Let us denote this arc by Fp , and let us call it the first p-semibridge of the
composant C.
From now on we will concentrate on the strictly preperiodic case. We begin to study properties which have to be
preserved if there is a homeomorphism between two generalized Knaster continua. Let M ′,N ∈ N and t ∈ (√2,2] be
such that ct is preperiodic under ft with preperiod M ′ and period N . Then the corresponding continuum Ct has N
folding points. Let c 1 = c ′1, where c ′1 is the kneading sequence of ft . Let d  3 be the smallest number such that
cd = c′d . Since ft is l.e.o., there is δ such that [c ′2,c ′1] ⊆ σ˜ δ([c ′d+1,c ′1]). Let K ′ = k′N > max{M ′, δ + d − 2} be
a positive integer such that the number of ones in the finite sequence c′
M ′ . . . c
′
K ′−1 is even, and such that, for every
q ∈ Z+, all q-bridges whose centers have q-level iK ′, i ∈ N, have the same type, the type κ ′ and every q-bridge
which is not of type κ ′, does not contain any q-point of q-level K ′. Without loss of generality, we can assume that
K K ′. Let us denote all objects of the continuum Ct by a “prime”, e.g., let c¯′K be a folding point of Ct , and let the
composant of c¯′K be denoted by C′. For q ∈ Z+ and j ∈ {0, . . . ,M ′ +N − 1}, let P ′q,j = {[x¯′] ∈ C′: [x ′−qK ] = [c ′j ]},
let P ′q =
⋃M ′+N−1
j=0 P ′q,j , and so on. Assume that Ct and Cs are homeomorphic. Since every homeomorphism maps
the folding points of one continuum to the folding points of the other continuum, and since there is a homeomorphism
σ˜ :Cs → Cs which permutes the folding points, there exists a homeomorphism h :Ct → Cs with h(c¯′K) = c¯K and
with h(F ′0)⊆ Fp , for some p ∈ Z+, where F ′0 is the first 0-semibridge of the composant C′. Then h(C′)= C.
Note that “being one-sided folding point” is topological property and it is preserved by every homeomorphism.
Since σ˜ :Cs → Cs is the homeomorphism which permutes the folding points, if the folding point c¯K is one-sided
(respectively, two-sided), then all of the N folding points of Cs are one-sided (respectively, two-sided). Also, if
continua Ct and Cs are homeomorphic, and if c¯′K is one-sided (respectively, two-sided), then all of the N folding
points of Cs are one-sided (respectively, two-sided). The folding points of Ct are one-sided (respectively, two-sided)
if and only if in the finite sequence c′
M ′ . . . c
′
M ′+N−1 there are an even (respectively, odd) number of ones. Therefore,
if continua Ct and Cs are homeomorphic, then both finite sequences c′M ′ . . . c
′
M ′+N−1 and cM . . . cM+N−1 have either
an even number of ones, or an odd number of ones. One can easily prove the following property:
Lemma 4.6. For every p,n ∈ Z+, nK , there exist q,m ∈ Z+, mK , with h(C′qK,m)≺ CpK,n. If h(c¯′j ) = c¯i , then
h(lc
′j
qK,m)⊂ lc
i
pK,n. In particular, h(l
c′K
qK,m)⊂ lc
K
pK,n.
But, even if p,n, q,m ∈ Z+, n,mK , are such that h(C′qK,m)≺ CpK,n, for [x¯′] ∈ P ′q , h([x¯′]) may not be contained
in Pp . Therefore, we define the mapping hq,p :C′ → C as follows:
Definition 4.7. Let p,n, q,m ∈ Z+, n,mK , be such that h(C′qK,m)≺ CpK,n.
(1) If [y¯′] ∈ P ′q,j , j M ′, h[y¯′] = [v¯] and h(c¯′j ) = c¯i , then hq,p[y¯′] = [x¯] such that x−pK−1 = v−pK−1, for some
v¯ ∈ [v¯], and x−pK = c i , for every x¯ ∈ [x¯].
(2) If A′ ⊂ C′ is an arc such that for ∂A′ = {[x¯′], [y¯′]} one has [x¯′] ∈ P ′q,i and [y¯′] ∈ P ′q,j , for some i, j M ′, then
hq,p(A
′)=A ⊂ C is an arc with ∂A = {hq,p[x¯′], hq,p[y¯′]} and hq,p|A′ is monotone.
The mapping hq,p is well defined, it is an injection and the following properties hold:
Lemma 4.8. If r > q , then for every [x¯′] ∈ P ′r one has hr,p[x¯′] = hq,p[x¯′]. If 0  r  p, then for every [x¯′] ∈ P ′q,j ,
j M ′, one has hq,r [x¯′] = hq,p[x¯′].
We omit the easy proof.
Lemma 4.9. Let p,n, q,m ∈ Z+, m,n > K , be such that h(C′qK,m) ≺ CpK,n. Let A′ and D′ be arcs of the com-
posant C′ with the following properties:
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(2) intA′ ∩E′q+j = ∅ = intD′ ∩E′q+j , for some j ∈ N, j  i,
(3) {[x ′−(q+j)K ]: [x¯′] ∈ A′} = {[y ′−(q+j)K ]: [y¯′] ∈D′}.
Let hq,p(A′) ∩ Pp = {[x¯0], . . . , [x¯k]} and hq,p(D′) ∩ Pp = {[y¯0], . . . , [y¯l]}. Then k = l and one has either
[x i−pK ] = [y i−pK ], for every i ∈ {0, . . . , k}, or [x i−pK ] = [yk−i−pK ], for every i ∈ {0, . . . , k}.
Proof. By (1) one has hq,p(∂A′) ⊂ Pp and hq,p(∂D′) ⊂ Pp . By (3) one has, for every [x¯′] ∈ ∂A′, that there exists
[y¯′] ∈ ∂D′, such that [x ′−(q+j)K ] = [y ′−(q+j)K ], and hence [x ′−(q+i)K ] = [y ′−(q+i)K ]. Therefore, for every [x¯] ∈
hq,p(∂A
′), there exists [y¯] ∈ hq,p(∂D′), such that [x−pK ] = [y−pK ].
By (2) there are a and

b such that: for every [x¯′] ∈ intA′ and for every x¯′ ∈ [x¯′] one has x ′−(q+j)K = a , and for
every [y¯′] ∈ intD′ and for every y¯′ ∈ [y¯′] one has y ′−(q+j)K =

b .
By (3) one can define the mapping φ :A′ → D′ in the following way: For every [x¯′] ∈ A′, φ[x¯′] = [y¯′] with
[x ′−(q+j)K ] = [y ′−(q+j)K ]. The mapping φ is a homeomorphism. Suppose that φ is order preserving. Let [x¯] ∈
int(hq,p(A′)) ∩ Pp . Let us denote a link of the chain CpK,n which contains the point [x¯] by l[x¯]pK,n. Since [x¯] ∈ Pp ,
the link l[x¯]pK,n is unique. Let l
[x¯′]
qK,m ∈ C′qK,m denote a link which contains the point [x¯′] = h−1[x¯] and which has the
property h(l[x¯
′]
qK,m) ⊂ l[x¯]pK,n. Such a link exists since h(C′qK,m) ≺ CpK,N . For the points [x¯′] and [y¯′] = φ[x¯′] one has
[x ′−(q+j)K ] = [y ′−(q+j)K ]. Hence [x¯′] and [y¯′] are in the same link, i.e., [y¯′] ∈ l[x¯
′]
qK,m. Therefore, hφh
−1[x¯] ∈ l[x¯]pK,n
and one can define the mapping ψ : int(hq,p(A′)) ∩ Pp → int(hq,p(D′)) ∩ Pp in the following way: For every
[x¯] ∈ int(hq,p(A′)) ∩ Pp , if hφh−1[x¯] = [v¯], then ψ[x¯] = [y¯], such that y−pK−1 = v−pK−1 and [y−pK ] = [x−pK ].
Since hφh−1 is homeomorphism it follows from Lemma 4.3 that ψ is an injection.
One can define the mapping from int(hq,p(D′)) ∩ Pp to int(hq,p(A′)) ∩ Pp analogously, and this mapping is also
an injection. Therefore, k = l and [x i−pK ] = [y i−pK ], for every i ∈ {0, . . . , k}. If φ is order reversing, then one has
[x i−pK ] = [yk−i−pK ], for every i ∈ {0, . . . , k}. 
Note that for the mapping hq,p the following holds: If [x¯′] ∈ E′q+1, Lq+1[x¯′] = 0, then there exist arcs A′ and D′
which satisfy assumptions (1)–(3) from Lemma 4.9 and [x¯′] = A′ ∩ D′. Then, by Lemma 4.9, one has hq,p(A′) ∩
hq,p(D
′) = hq,p[x¯′] = [x¯] ∈ Ep . Further, since for every [x¯′] ∈ E′q+2 one has Lq+1[x¯′]K > 0, then hq,p[x¯′] ∈ Ep
and hq,p(E′q+2)⊂Ep .
Proposition 4.10. If Ct is an inverse limit space of a tent map whose kneading sequence is quasi-periodic, and if
Cs is an inverse limit space of a tent map whose kneading sequence is not quasi-periodic, then Ct and Cs are not
homeomorphic.
Proof. Let us suppose, on the contrary, that there exists homeomorphism h :Ct → Cs . Since Ct is generated by a tent
map whose kneading sequence is quasi-periodic, by Remark 3.7(II), there exists a (q+1)-symmetric arc A′ ⊂ C′ such
that for [x¯] ∈ ∂A′ one has [x−(q+1)K ] = [χA
′
−(q+1)K ]. The arc D′ with boundary points [x¯] and [χ¯A′ ] is also (q + 1)-
symmetric. Let us introduce the following notation: A= hq,p(A′), D = hq,p(D′) and A∩Ep = {[y¯0], . . . , [y¯m]}. By
Lemma 4.9 one has[

y
i
−pK
]= [ym−i−pK]= [ym/2−i−pK ], (3)
for i = 0, . . . ,m/2. But, since Cs is the inverse limit space of a tent map whose kneading sequence is not quasi-
periodic, by Remark 3.7(I), Cs does not contain any arc with property (3). 
Lemma 4.11. Let Ct and Cs be two continua, both generated by tent maps whose kneading sequences are quasi-
periodic. Let p,n, q,m ∈ Z+, m,n > K , be such that h(C′ ) ≺ CpK,n. Let A′ ⊂ C′ be a (q + 1)-symmetric arc,qK,m
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Lp[y¯l−i], for some i ∈ {0, . . . , l}.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we can suppose that Lq+1[x¯′0] <Lq+1[x¯′k]. Then Lq+1[χ¯A′ ] <Lq+1[x¯′0]. Let us
denote by D′ the arc between [x¯′0] and [x¯′2k]. By Remark 3.7(II), the arc D′ is (q + 1)-symmetric and Lq+1[x¯′0] =
Lq+1[x¯′2k]. Let us introduce the following notation: D = hq,p(D′) and D ∩ Ep = {[y¯0], . . . , [y¯j ]}. By Lemma 4.9,
one has j = 2l, [y i−pK ] = [y l−i−pK ], for every i ∈ {0, . . . , l}, [y i−pK ] = [y 2l−i−pK ], for every i ∈ {0, . . . ,2l} and hence
[y l+i−pK ] = [y 2l−i−pK ], for every i ∈ {0, . . . , l}.
Let us suppose that Lp[y¯i] = Lp[y¯l−i], for every i ∈ {0, . . . , l}. Then Lp[y¯l/2] = Lp[y¯3l/2]. Without loss of gen-
erality, we can suppose that Lp[y¯l/2] >Lp[y¯3l/2].
Let us consider the arc G′ between the points [x¯′3k/2] and [x¯′5k/2]. The arc G′ is (q + 1)-symmetric and [χ¯G′ ] =
[x¯′2k] (if Lp[y¯l/2]<Lp[y¯3l/2] we would consider the analogous arc with [χ¯G′ ] = [x¯′0]). Therefore, for G= hq,p(G′)
one has G∩Ep = {[y¯3l/2], . . . , [y¯5l/2]} and [y 3l/2+i−pK ] = [y 5l/2−i−pK ], for every i ∈ {0, . . . , l}. But [y l/2−pK ] = [y 3l/2−pK ] and
Lp[y¯l/2] >Lp[y¯3l/2] together imply [y 3l/2−pK ] = [y 5l/2−pK ]. Therefore, Lp[y¯i] = Lp[y¯l−i], for some i ∈ {0, . . . , l}. 
The mapping hq,p :C′ → C has been defined in Definition 4.7 using the homeomorphism h :Ct → Cs . Since
h−1 :Cs → Ct is also a homeomorphism, we can define a mapping h′q,p :C → C′ by analogy with Definition 4.7,
using the homeomorphism h−1 instead of h. One can prove that h′q,p has all the properties of hq,p .
Lemma 4.12. Let p,n, q,m,g, e ∈ Z+, m,n, e > K , be such that h(C′qK,m) ≺ CpK,n ≺ h(C′gK,e). Then, for every
[x¯′] ∈ P ′q,l , l M ′, one has hq,p[x¯′] ∈ Pp,j , for some j M and h′p,g(hq,p[x¯′])= [x¯′].
Proof. Let j ∈ {M, . . . ,M + N − 1} be such that h(c¯′l ) = c¯j . Let h[x¯′] = [u¯] and let hq,p[x¯′] = [y¯]. Then one
has [u¯], [y¯] ∈ lcjpK,n and u−pK−1 = y−pK−1. Let h−1(hq,p[x¯′]) = h−1[y¯] = [v¯′]. Since h−1(h[x¯′]) = [x¯′] and
h−1(lcjpK,n) ⊂ lc
′l
gK,e one has [x¯′], [v¯′] ∈ lc
′l
gK,e and

x
′
−gK−1 = v ′−gK−1. Let h′p,g(hq,p[x¯′]) = [w¯′]. Then [w¯′] ∈ lc′lgK,e
and w′−gK−1 = v ′−gK−1 = x ′−gK−1. Therefore, [w¯′] = [x¯′]. 
Proposition 4.13. Let p,n, q,m,g, e ∈ Z+, m,n, e > K , be such that h(C′qK,m) ≺ CpK,n ≺ h(C′gK,e). If A′ is a
(q + 1)-symmetric arc, then hq,p(A′) is p-symmetric.
Proof. Let us suppose that both continua Ct and Cs are inverse limit spaces of tent maps whose kneading sequences
are not quasi-periodic. Assume that hq,p(A′) is not a p-symmetric arc. Let hq,p(A′) ∩ Pp = {[x¯0], . . . , [x¯k]}. Since
A′ is (q + 1)-symmetric, by Lemma 4.9 one has [x i−pK ] = [xk−i−pK ], for every i ∈ {0, . . . , k}, and [x¯k/2] ∈ Ep . If
[x¯i] ∈Ep for some i ∈ {1, . . . , k− 1}, then [x¯k−i] ∈ Ep (otherwise [x i−1−pK ] = [x i+1−pK ] and [xk−i−1−pK ] = [xk−i+1−pK ]). Let
j ∈ {1, . . . , k2 − 1} be the largest number with Lp[x¯k/2−j ] = Lp[x¯k/2+j ]. Without loss of generality, we can suppose
that Lp[x¯k/2−j ] > Lp[x¯k/2+j ]. Then Lp[x¯k/2−j ] > Lp[x¯k/2] (otherwise Lp[x¯k/2−j ] = Lp[x¯k/2+j ]), and by Lemma
3.3 and Remark 3.5 one has [x¯k/2+j ] /∈Ep . Therefore hq,p(A′) is p-symmetric.
Let us suppose that both continua Ct and Cs are inverse limits of tent maps whose kneading sequences are quasi-
periodic. Let A′ ∩ E′q+1 = {[x¯′0], . . . , [x¯′k]} and let hq,p(A′) ∩ Ep = {[y¯0], . . . , [y¯l]}. Let us assume that Lp[y¯j ] =
Lp[y¯l−j ], for some j ∈ {1, . . . , l2 − 1}, and let j be the largest one with this property. Let us denote by D the arc
between [y¯j ] and [y¯l−j ]. Let us consider the arc D′ = h′p,g(D). Let A′ ∩ E′g = {[z¯′0], . . . , [z¯′d ]}. Since E′q+1 ⊂ E′g ,
one has Lg[z¯′i] = Lg[z¯′d−i], for every i ∈ {1, . . . , d − 1}, and [z ′0−gK ] = [z ′d−gK ]. Since D′ ⊂ A′ and ∂D′ ⊂ E′g , then
there is r ∈ {1, . . . , d − 1} such that [z¯′r ] = h′p,g[y¯j ]. Then [z¯′d−r ] = h′p,g[y¯l−j ] and Lg[z¯′r ] = Lg[z¯′d−r ]. So, D
is the p-symmetric arc with Lp[y¯j ] = Lp[y¯l−j ] and for D′ = h′p,g(D) one has Lg[z¯′r+i] = Lg[z¯′d−r−i], for every
i ∈ {0, . . . , d − r}, which contradicts Lemma 4.11. 
Put ν =N (respectively, ν = 2N ) if the number of ones in cM . . . cM+N−1 is even (respectively, odd).
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hq,p(F
′
q+1), then for every i ∈ Z+, there is j ∈ Z+ such that hq,p(E′q+1,κ ′+iν)⊆Eρ+1,κ+jν .
Proof. Let us prove firstly that hq,p(
⋃∞
i=0 E′q+1,κ ′+iν) ⊆
⋃∞
i=0 Eρ+1,κ+iν . Suppose that ρ  p and Fρ+1 ⊆
hq,p(F
′
q+1). Let F ′q+1 ∩E′q+1 = {[x¯′0], . . . , [x¯′l]} and Fρ+1 ∩Pp = {[x¯0], . . . , [x¯k]}. Let [y¯′0] ∈
⋃∞
i=0 E′q+1,κ ′+iν and
hq,p[y¯′0] = [y¯0]. Let A′1 and A′2 be (q + 1)-semibridges of semitype κ ′ such that [y¯′0] ∈A′1 ∩A′2. Then (A′1 ∪A′2)
∩ E′q+1 = {[y¯′−l], . . . , [y¯′0], . . . , [y¯′l]} with Lq+1[y¯′−i] = Lq+1[y¯′i] = Lq+1[x¯′i] for every i ∈ {1, . . . , l}. Since
Fρ+1 ⊂ hq,p(F ′q+1), for hq,p(A′1 ∪ A′2) ∩ Pp = {[y¯−d ], . . . , [y¯0], . . . , [y¯d ]} one has, by Lemma 4.9 that [y−i−pK ] =
[y i−pK ] = [x i−pK ], for every i ∈ {0, . . . , k}. Therefore, the arc between the points [y¯−k] and [y¯k] is a (ρ + 1)-bridge
of type κ , and one has Lρ+1[y¯0] = κ + jν for some j ∈ Z+, i.e., hq,p[y¯′0] = [y¯0] ∈⋃∞i=0 Eρ+1,κ+iν .
If ρ < p, then Ep ⊆ Eρ+1, and hence hq,p(⋃∞i=0 E′q+1,κ ′+iν) ⊂ Ep ⊆ Eρ+1. Since Fρ+1 ⊆ hq,p(F ′q+1), then, by
Lemma 4.9, one has hq,p(
⋃∞
i=0 E′q+1,κ ′+iν)⊆
⋃∞
i=0 Eρ+1,κ+iν .
Finally, let [x¯′], [y¯′] ∈ E′
q+1,κ ′+iν for some i ∈ Z+ be such that there does not exist [z¯′] ∈ E′q+1,κ ′+iν between
[x¯′] and [y¯′]. The arc between [x¯′] and [y¯′] is (q + 1)-symmetric. Therefore, the arc between the points hq,p[x¯′] and
hq,p[y¯′] is p-symmetric and in particular one has Lp(hq,p[x¯′])= Lp(hq,p[y¯′])= κ + jν, for some j ∈ N. 
Lemma 4.15. Let p,n, q,m,g, e ∈ Z+, m,n, e > K , be such that h(C′qK,m) ≺ CpK,n ≺ h(C′gK,e). Then, for every
i ∈ Z+, one has σ˜ iK(hq,p(F ′q+1))= hq,p(F ′q+1+i ).
Proof. Since K/ν ∈ N, it is sufficient to prove that for every i ∈ Z+, one has σ˜ ν(hq,p(σ˜ iν(F ′q+1))) =
hq,p(σ˜
(i+1)ν(F ′q+1)). For some i ∈ Z+, let [x¯′] ∈ ∂(σ˜ iν(F ′q+1)), [x¯′] = c¯′K and [y¯′] ∈ ∂(σ˜ (i+1)ν(F ′q+1)), [y¯′] = c¯′K .
Then Lq [x¯′] = K + iν and Lq [y¯′] = K + (i + 1)ν. Let A = hq,p(σ˜ iν(F ′q+1)) and D = hq,p(σ˜ (i+1)ν(F ′q+1)). Let
[x¯] ∈ ∂A, [x¯] = c¯K and [y¯] ∈ ∂D, [y¯] = c¯K . Then, by Proposition 4.14, there exist j, l ∈ Z+, l > j , with Lp[x¯] =
κ + jν and Lp[y¯] = κ + lν. Since for [z¯] ∈ ∂(σ˜ ν(A)), [z¯] = c¯K , one has Lp[z¯] = κ + (j + 1)ν, we conclude that
σ˜ ν(A) ⊆ D. Therefore, h′p,g(A) ⊂ h′p,g(σ˜ ν(A)) ⊆ h′p,g(D). Since h′p,g(A) = σ˜ iν(F ′q+1), h′p,g(D) = σ˜ (i+1)ν(F ′q+1),
and since Lp[z¯] = κ + (j + 1)ν, by Proposition 4.14, one has σ˜ ν(A)=D. 
Let j ∈ Z+ be such that hq,p(E′q+1,K) ⊂ Eρ+1,κ+jν . Let i ∈ N be such that (i − 1)K < κ + jν  iK . Let l ∈ Z+
be such that (κ + jν) + lν = iK . Then σ˜ lν ◦ h is the homeomorphism between Ct and Cs with the following two
properties, which are also properties of h: (σ˜ lν ◦ h)(c¯′K)= c¯K and (σ˜ lν ◦ h)(F ′0)⊆ Fk , for some k ∈ Z+. However, if
the mapping hq,p is generated by the homeomorphism σ˜ lν ◦ h, then hq,p satisfies the following additional property:
hq,p(E
′
q+1,K)⊂Eρ+1,iK . Therefore, without loss of generality, we can assume that the homeomorphism h is chosen
so that hq,p already satisfies this property.
Theorem 4.16. Let p,n, q,m,g, e ∈ Z+, m,n, e > K , be such that h(C′qK,m) ≺ CpK,n ≺ h(C′gK,e). Then there exists
r ∈ N, r  p, such that for every j ∈ N one has hq,p(E′q+j,K)=Er+j,K .
Proof. By Lemma 4.15, for every i ∈ Z+, σ˜ iK(hq,p(F ′q+1)) = hq,p(F ′q+1+i ). Therefore, there exists a unique
r ∈ N, r  p, such that hq,p(F ′q+1) ⊂ Fr+2 ⊆ hq,p(F ′q+2), and also, for this r , and for every j ∈ N, one has
hq,p(F
′
q+j ) ⊂ Fr+j+1 ⊆ hq,p(F ′q+j+1). Hence, by Proposition 4.14 and remark before theorem, for every j ∈ Z+,
one has hq,p(E′q+j+1,K)⊆Er+j+1,K .
It is sufficient to prove that for this r , one has Fr+2 = hq,p(F ′q+2). Note that c¯K ∈ ∂Fr+2 and c¯K ∈ ∂(hq,p(F ′q+2)).
For [x¯] ∈ ∂Fr+2, [x¯] = c¯K , one has Lr+1[x¯] =K . Let [y¯] ∈ ∂(hq,p(F ′q+2)), [y¯] = c¯K . Since hq,p(E′q+1,K)⊆Er+1,K ,
then Lr+1[y¯] =K . Suppose that [x¯] = [y¯]. Then h′p,g[x¯] = h′p,g[y¯]. Since h′p,g[y¯] ∈ ∂F ′q+2, then Lq+1(h′p,g[y¯])=K ,
and h′p,g[x¯] ∈ intF ′q+2. But Lr+1[x¯] = Lr+1[y¯] = K , and hence Lq+1(h′p,g[x¯]) = Lq+1(h′p,g[y¯]) = K , which is not
possible since h′p,g[x¯] ∈ intF ′ . Therefore, [x¯] = [y¯] and Fr+2 = hq,p(F ′ ). q+2 q+2
S. Štimac / Topology and its Applications 154 (2007) 2265–2281 2279Note that for every p-bridge B and for every point [x¯] ∈ intB one has either x−pK = 0, or x−pK = 1. If for every
[x¯] ∈ intB one has x−pK = 0 (respectively, x−pK = 1), we will say that B is a p-bridge of sign 0 (respectively, of
sign 1). The following corollary is an immediate consequence of the previous theorem.
Corollary 4.17. Let p,n, q,m,g, e ∈ Z+, m,n, e > K , be such that h(C′qK,m) ≺ CpK,n ≺ h(C′gK,e), and let r ∈ N,
r  p, be such that for every i ∈ N one has hq,p(E′q+i,K)=Er+i,K . For some j ∈ N, let B ′ be a (q + j)-bridge of C′.
Then hq,p(B ′) is an (r + j)-bridge of sign cK if and only if B ′ is of sign c′K .
Lemma 4.18. Let p,n, q,m,g, e ∈ Z+, m,n, e >K , be such that h(C′qK,m)≺ CpK,n ≺ h(C′gK,e), and let r ∈ N, r  p,
be such that for every i ∈ N one has hq,p(E′q+i,K)=Er+i,K .
(1) For some j ∈ N, let B ′ be a (q + j)-bridge of C′ with Lq+j [χ¯B ′ ] = 2. Then ∂(hq,p(B ′)) and χ¯hq,p(B ′) are the
only (r + j)-points contained in hq,p(B ′).
(2) For some j ∈ N, let B be an (r + j)-bridge of C with Lr+j [χ¯B ] = 2. Then ∂(h′p,g(B)) and χ¯h
′
p,g(B) are the only
(q + j)-points contained in hp,g(B).
Proof. We will prove part (1). Part (2) can be proved in an analogous way.
Since Lq+j [χ¯B ′ ] = 2, ∂B ′ and [χ¯B ′ ] are the only (q + j)-points contained in B ′. Let A′ be the arc between
the points [χ¯B ′ ] and [x¯′] ∈ ∂B ′. Then π(q+j)K(A′) = [0, c′]. Let D′ be a (q + j)-bridge of C′, D′ ∩ E′q+j =
{[y¯′0], . . . , [y¯′d ]}, such that Lq+j [y¯′1] = 1. Then π(q+j)K(D′)= [c′,1]. Thus B ′ and D′ are (q + j)-bridges of differ-
ent sign and, by Corollary 4.17, hq,p(B ′) and hq,p(D′) are (r + j)-bridges of different signs.
Let hq,p(B ′)∩Ep = {[x¯0], . . . , [x¯k]} and hq,p(D′)∩Ep = {[y¯0], . . . , [y¯l]}. Since p < r + j , by Corollary 3.6 one
has Lp[x¯i] = Lp[y¯i], for every i ∈ {1, . . . , k2 − 1}. Since hq,p(B ′) and hq,p(D′) are (r + j)-bridges of different signs,
there does not exist i ∈ {1, . . . , k2 − 1}, such that [x¯i] ∈Er+j . 
Lemma 4.19. For p,q ∈ Z+, let B ′ be a q-bridge of C′ with Lq [χ¯B ′ ] = 2, and let D be a p-bridge of C with
Lp[χ¯D] = 2. If c 1 ≺ c ′1, then cardS(D) < cardS′(B ′).
Proof. Since Lq [χ¯B ′ ] = 2 and Lp[χ¯D] = 2, then ∂B ′ and [χ¯B ′ ] are the only q-points contained in B ′, and ∂D and
[χ¯D] are the only p-points contained in D. Let A′ be the arc between the points [χ¯B ′ ] and [x¯′] ∈ ∂B ′, and let A be
the arc between the points [χ¯D] and [x¯] ∈ ∂D. Then πqK(A′)= [0, c′] and πpK(A) = [0, c].
Let us recall that we defined X+s /∼ as follows: X+s = {x ∈ {0,1}Z+ : c 2  x & σ i(x)  c 1, ∀i ∈ Z+} and x ∼ y
if either x = y , or there exists m ∈ Z+, such that x0x1 . . . xm−1 = y0y1 . . . ym−1, xm = ym and xm+1 = ym+1 = c 1. If
[x ] ∈ X+s /∼ and there exists y ∈ [x ] with y = x , we write, for simplicity, [x ] = x0x1 . . . xm−1 01c 1. Analogously we
define X+t /∼.
Let S′ = {[x ′] ∈ X+t /∼: c ′2 ≺ [x ′] ≺ 01c ′1, σ˜K [x ′] = 01c ′1} and S = {[x ] ∈ X+s /∼: c 2 ≺ [x ] ≺ 01c 1, σ˜K [x ] =
0
1

c 1}. In other words let S′ be the set of all points [x ′] ∈ πqK(B ′) = πqK(A′) with the property that, if [x¯′] ∈ B ′
is such that πqK [x¯′] = [x ′−qK ] = [x ′], then [x¯′] ∈ E′q−1 and Lq−1[x¯′] = 0. Note that if [x¯′] ∈ B ′ ∩ E′q−1 is such
that Lq−1[x¯′] = 0, then [x¯′] ∈ ∂G′, where G′ is a (q − 1)-bridge contained in S′(B ′). Analogously, [x ] ∈ S if there
is [x¯] ∈ D ∩ Ep−1 such that Lp−1[x¯] = 0 and [x−pK ] = [x ]. Also, if [x¯] ∈ D ∩ Ep−1 is such that Lp−1[x¯] = 0,
then [x¯] ∈ ∂G, where G is a (p − 1)-bridge contained in S(D). Note that the structure of any q-bridge (p-bridge)
contains, besides all (q − 1)-bridges ((p − 1)-bridges), also the first and the last (q − 1)-semibridge (the first and
the last (p − 1)-semibridge). Therefore, cardS′(B ′)= 2 cardS′ + 1 and cardS(D)= 2 cardS + 1. Let c 1 ≺ c ′1. Then

c
′
2 ≺ c 2. Therefore, x ∈ X+s implies x ∈ X+t . Let [x ] ∈ S. Then additionally [x ] = 0x1 . . . xK−1 01c 1 and, for every
i < K , xi . . . xK−10 ≺ c1 . . . cK−i+1, or xi . . . xK−11 ≺ c1 . . . cK−i+1. Therefore, for [x ′] = 0x1 . . . xK−1 01c ′1, one has
[x ′] ∈ S′, and cardS(D) cardS′(B ′).
Finally, we claim that there exists a point [y ′] ∈ X+t /∼, [y ′] ≺ c 2, such that σ˜ K [y ′] = 01c ′1. Let us denote the
interval between the points c ′2 and

c 2 by H . Since c
′
2 and

c 2 are both preperiodic with the same period N , there is
2280 S. Štimac / Topology and its Applications 154 (2007) 2265–2281i, 2 < i < min{M ′,M} +N , such that c′i = ci . Therefore, 01c ′1 ∈ σ˜ i−2(H). Since ft is l.e.o. and K > δ + i − 2, then
[ 01c ′1,c ′1] ⊆ σ˜ K(H), and there exists a point [y ′] ∈ X+t /∼, [y ′] ≺ c 2, such that [y ′] = 0y′1 . . . y′K−1 01c ′1. Recall that δ
was defined so that [c ′2,c ′1] ⊆ σ˜ δ([c ′d+1,c ′1]), where d  3 was the smallest number with cd = c′d (such δ exists since
ft is l.e.o.). Since 0y′1 . . . y′K−10 ≺ c2 . . . cK+1 and 0y′1 . . . y′K−11 ≺ c2 . . . cK+1, then [y ] = 0y′1 . . . y′K−1 01c 1 /∈X+s /∼,
[y ] /∈ S and cardS(D) < cardS′(B ′). 
Definition 4.20. Let p,n, q,m ∈ Z+, n,m  K , be such that h(C′qK,m) ≺ CpK,n. Let r ∈ Z+ be such that
hq,p(E
′
q+j,K) = Er+j,K , for every j ∈ N. For some i ∈ N, let B ′ be (q + 1 + i)-bridge of C′. Then the ordered
set Sr+i (B ′) of all (r + i)-bridges and (r + i)-semibridges contained in hq,p(B ′) is called the (r + i)-structure of the
(q + 1 + i)-bridge B ′.
Since hq,p(E′q+1+i,K) = Er+1+i,K , one has that hq,p(B ′) is an (r + 1 + i)-bridge. Therefore, Sr+i (B ′) = (A1,
B1, . . . ,Bk,A2), where A1 and A2 are (r + i)-semibridges contained in hq,p(B ′), and Bj , j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, are (r + i)-
bridges contained in hq,p(B ′).
We can now prove the main theorem.
Proof of Theorem 1.1 (for the strictly preperiodic case). Let c and c′ be strictly preperiodic critical points of the
tent maps fs and ft , respectively. If periods of the critical points c and c′ are different, then the continua Cs and Ct
have different number of folding points, and they are not homeomorphic. If periods of the critical points c and c′
are the same, but the finite sequences c′
M ′ . . . c
′
M ′+N−1 and cM . . . cM+N−1 have different parities (one of them has an
even number of ones and the other has an odd number of ones), then the continua Cs and Ct have different types of
folding points (one of them has one-sided folding points and the other has two-sided folding points), and they are not
homeomorphic.
Let c and c′ be the strictly preperiodic critical points with the same period N and such that both finite sequences
c′
M ′ . . . c
′
M ′+N−1 and cM . . . cM+N−1 have the same parity. Let s = t . Then, c 1 = c ′1. Suppose that Cs and Ct are
homeomorphic. Then, by Lemma 4.6, there exist p,n, q,m,g, e ∈ Z+, m,n, eK , such that h(C′qK,m) ≺ CpK,n ≺
h(C′gK,e), and, by Theorem 4.16, there exists r ∈ N, r  p, such that for every j ∈ N one has hq,p(E′q+j,K) =
Er+j,K . We know that c1 = c′1 = 1 and c2 = c′2 = 0. Suppose that c3 = c′3 = 1. Then c4 = c′4 = 1. By Corolla-
ry 4.17 and Lemma 4.18, one has Lq+2[χ¯B ′ ] = 2 if and only if Lr+2[χ¯hq,p(B ′)] = 2. But, by Lemma 4.19, one has
cardS(hq,p(B ′)) = cardS′(B ′), which is in contradiction with Theorem 4.16. Thus, the assumption c3 = c′3 = 1 is not
possible.
Suppose that c3 = c′3 = 0. Then, by Lemma 3.9, for every i, j ∈ N, there is a (q+j)-bridge B ′ of C′ and an (r+j)-
bridge D of C such that Lq+j [χ¯B ′ ] = i = Lr+j [χ¯D]. Let B ′ be a (q + 3)-bridge of C′ such that Lq+3[χ¯B ′ ] = 1. Let
us compare S′(B ′) and Sr+2(B ′). For [x¯′] ∈ ∂B ′, one has Lq+2[x¯′] =K , and Lq+2[χ¯B ′ ] =K + 1. By Corollary 3.10,
for every i < K , there is [z¯′] ∈E′q+2 between [x¯′] and [χ¯B
′ ], such that Lq+2[z¯′] = i. Therefore, for every i < K , there
is a (q+2)-bridge D′ ∈ S′(B ′) such that Lq+2[χ¯D′ ] = i. By Theorem 4.16, for every i < K , there is an (r +2)-bridge
D ∈ Sr+2(B ′) such that Lr+2[χ¯D] = i. Let D′ be the first (q + 2)-bridge of S′(B ′) such that Lq+2[χ¯D′ ] = K − 1.
By Corollary 3.10, for every i < K − 1, there is a (q + 2)-bridge G′ ∈ S′(B ′), G′ ≺ D′, such that Lq+2[χ¯G′ ] = i.
Similarly, if D is the first (r + 2)-bridge of Sr+2(B ′) such that Lr+2[χ¯D] = K − 1, then for every i < K − 1, there
is an (r + 2)-bridge G ∈ Sr+2(B), G ≺ D, such that Lr+2[χ¯G] = i. Therefore, taking into account Theorem 4.16,
one concludes that Lr+2[χ¯hq,p(D′)] = K − 1. Let G′ be the last (q + 2)-bridge of S′(B ′) such that G′ ≺ D′ and
Lq+2[χ¯G′ ] =K−2. By Corollary 3.10, for every i < K−2, there is a (q+2)-bridge H ′ ∈ S′(B ′), G′ ≺H ′ ≺ D′, such
that Lq+2[χ¯H ′ ] = i. Similarly, if G is the last (r + 2)-bridge of Sr+2(B ′) such that G ≺ D and Lr+2[χ¯D] = K − 2,
then for every i < K − 2, there is an (r + 2)-bridge H ∈ Sr+1(B), G ≺ H ≺ D, such that Lr+2[χ¯H ] = i. Therefore,
taking into account Theorem 4.16, one concludes that Lr+2[χ¯hq,p(G′)] =K − 2. Continuing with the same procedure,
one concludes that Lr+2[χ¯hq,p(H ′)] = Lq+2[χ¯H ′ ], for every H ′ ∈ S′(B ′). Particularly, if H ′ ∈ S′(B ′) is such that
Lq+2[χ¯H ′ ] = 2, then Lr+2[χ¯hq,p(H ′)] = 2. But, by Lemma 4.19, one has cardS(hq,p(H ′)) = cardS′(H ′), which is in
contradiction with Theorem 4.16. Thus, the assumption c3 = c′ = 0 is not possible.3
S. Štimac / Topology and its Applications 154 (2007) 2265–2281 2281Assume that c3 = 1 and c′3 = 0. Let B ′ be a (q + 2)-bridge of C′ such that Lq+2[χ¯B
′ ] = 2. Suppose that there
is a (q + 1)-bridge D′ ∈ S′(B ′), such that Lq+1[χ¯D′ ] = K − 1. Then, by Corollary 3.10, for every i < K , there is a
(q + 1)-bridge G′ ∈ S′(B ′) such that Lq+1[χ¯G′ ] = i. Therefore, taking into account Theorem 4.16, for every i < K ,
one concludes that there is an (r + 1)-bridge G ∈ Sr+1(B ′), such that Lr+1[χ¯G] = i. But, by Lemma 3.9, there does
not exist an (r + 1)-bridge G ∈ Sr+1(B ′) such that Lr+1[χ¯G] = 1. Therefore, there does not exist a (q + 1)-bridge
D′ ∈ S′(B ′), such that Lq+1[χ¯D′ ] =K − 1. Let [x¯′] ∈ ∂B ′. Since [x ′−(q+2)K ] = [c ′] and [χB
′
−(q+2)K ] = [c ′2], one has
x′−(q+2)K+1 = 1 and χB
′
−(q+2)K+1 = c′3 = 0 and there is [z¯′] ∈ B ′ ∩E′q+1 such that Lq+1[z¯′] = K − 1. Let [y¯′] be the
first point with Lq+1[y¯′] = K − 1. By Corollary 3.10, for every i < K − 1, there is a (q + 1)-bridge D′ ∈ S′(B ′),
such that Lq+1[χ¯G′ ] = i. Therefore, taking into account Theorem 4.16, one concludes that for every 1 < i <K , there
is an (r + 1)-bridge D ∈ Sr+1(B ′), such that Lr+1[χ¯D] = i. By Lemma 4.18, the only (r + 2)-points contained in
hq,p(B
′) are ∂(hq,p(B ′)) and [χ¯hq,p(B ′)]. Thus, if hq,p[y¯′] = [y¯], then Lr+1[y¯] = 1, which is not possible, because
Lq+1[y¯′] =K − 1 implies Lr+1[y¯]M . Therefore, the continua Ct and Cs are not homeomorphic. 
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